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Undoped PbTe was melted at 1123K, ball milled (BM) at rotation speeds from 90 to 180 rpm and hot pressed (HP) at 147MPa and 650K.
Milling at 120 rpm produced the minimum phonon thermal conductivity of 1.29Wm¹1 K¹1 and average grain size of 0.80µm. Phonon thermal
conductivity was constant from coarse grain size to fine grain size of 1 µm and decreased suddenly at 0.80 µm. This tendency of phonon thermal
conductivity corresponded to theoretical calculations with grain boundary scattering. However, the observed critical point of 1 µm was much
larger than the calculated value of 0.03 µm. There was a significant inverse relationship between phonon thermal conductivity and FWHM of
X-ray diffraction peaks. The low phonon thermal conductivity was associated with not only grain boundary scattering but high internal strain.
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1. Introduction

Thermoelectricity is a niche research area in which various
heat sources can be used to generate electricity. Thermo-
electric materials are the cornerstone of commercial
thermoelectric generation and many advances have been
made in fabricating materials with improved thermoelectric
performances.16) Lead telluride (PbTe) thermoelectric
generators have been used in various ways, such as powering
spacecraft7) and recovering waste heat from engine
exhausts.8) Thermoelectric performance of materials is
evaluated by the dimensionless figure of merit ZT:

ZT ¼ ¡2·¬�1T ð1Þ
where ¡, ·, ¬, and T are Seebeck coefficient (VK¹1),
electrical conductivity (Sm¹1), thermal conductivity
(Wm¹1 K¹1), and absolute temperature (K).

¬ ¼ ¬phonon þ ¬carrier ¼ ¬phonon þ L·T ð2Þ
Carrier component ¬carrier is given by the WiedemannFranz
law, where ¬phonon is phonon component and L is Lorenz
number. The Lorenz number of metals is given by:9)

L ¼ ð³kBÞ2ð3e2Þ�1 ¼ 2:45� 10�8 WS�1K�2 ð3Þ
Various methods have been applied to improve ZT in
thermoelectric material, with ZT in the range of 1.42.2 at
750915K.1013) Ideally, thermoelectric materials have high
electrical conductivity, high Seebeck coefficients and low
thermal conductivity.14) One strategy for improving ZT is
optimizing electronic term ¡2·¬�1

carrier, that is governed by
local electronic structure (i.e. density of states, group velocity
and relaxation time) near Fermi level, Ef. Another strategy
for improving ZT is lowering phonon thermal conductivity
¬phonon by providing phonon-scattering centers, e.g., by

introducing mass contrast and nanostructures in bulk
materials.15,16)

PbTe performs well in intermediate temperature range
450850K and has good chemical and thermal stabil-
ities.17,18) PbTe melts at 1197K and crystallizes in NaCl
crystal structure (halite, cF8), with Pb atoms occupying
cationic sites and Te forming an anionic lattice (space group
Fm3m, No. 225), and room-temperature lattice constant
6.462¡ (12.22 bohr). PbTe is a semiconductor with narrow
band gap (Eg µ 0.25 eV at 0K and 0.32 eV at 300K) and
shows either n-type or p-type conductivity depending on
deviation from stoichiometry. PbTe has a large exciton Bohr
radius of approximately 46 nm, producing charge carrier
confinement in relatively large nanostructures.19) PbTe alloys
are promising thermoelectric materials with low thermal
conductivity and high-power factors. Theoretical calculation
with grain boundary scattering shows that the ¬phonon of PbTe
bulk materials is constant from coarse grain size to average
size of 1 µm and suddenly decreases at 0.010.03 µm.2022)

Ball milling (BM) is effective in preparing homogeneous
compounds23) that allows alloys to form in the solid state
via repeated impact during planetary ball milling. Inhomoge-
neous internal strain creates phonon scattering centers.24) Ball
milling produced internal strain that control lattice thermal
conductivity. Lattice softening may affect thermal conduc-
tivity beyond grain boundary.24)

It is known that thermal conductivity of bismuth antimony
telluride (BiSbTe) bulk materials changes as milling speed
affects grain size.25) Sufficient planetary ball milling can
produce PbTe powder with an average grain size of
approximately 0.13 µm.26,27) However, there is a lack of
empirical study of the relationship between thermal
conductivity and grain size in PbTe. The present study has
focused on undoped bulk PbTe prepared with planetary
ball milling. The effects of rotation speed on thermal
conductivity were investigated in terms of the relationship
between average grain size and phonon thermal conductivity.
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2. Materials and Methods

Undoped PbTe samples were prepared by melting,
planetary ball milling (BM) and hot pressing (HP). Raw
materials, Pb (99.998%, 35mm grain size) and Te
(99.9999%, 2mm grain size) were purchased from the
Koujundo Chemical Laboratory Co., Ltd. PbTe ingots were
melted in evacuated carbon-coated quartz ampoules (10mm
diameter, 120mm length, columnar cone bottom) that were
heated to 1123K for 3 h under 0.1 Pa, in an electric furnace
and quenched with water. The PbTe ingots were placed in a
stainless-steel vessel (FeNiCr) with Si3N4 balls of diameter
25mm and weight ratio of milling balls to ingots more
than 20:1. BM was performed using a Fritsch P-5 planetary
ball mill at a rotation speed of 90180 rpm for 30 h. The
stainless-steel vessel was sealed in a glove box under an Ar
atmosphere to prevent powder oxidation during milling.
Milled powders were passed through a 150 µm diameter
sieve to separate unmilled material in a glove box under
Ar atmosphere.

Unmilled PbTe ingots and milled powders were then
compacted by HP at 650K under uniaxial pressure of
147MPa in an Ar atmosphere to prepare for Melting-HP and
BM-HP samples, respectively. Hot-pressed compacts (8
10mm thick, 10mm diameter) were cut into disks (1mm
thick, 10mm diameter) to evaluate Seebeck coefficients,
electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity. Determined
by Archimedes’ method, relative density accuracy was better
than «0.2%.

Structures were investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD;
Rigaku SmartLab, Cu K¡ radiation), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM; JEOL, JSM-6510A), and focused ion
beam (FIB; JEOL, JEM-9320) system. XRD scans (0.1° step
size, 0.5 s step time) were conducted for phase identification
and internal strain by full width at half maximum (FWHM).
Microstructures and grain sizes of the cross-sections were
determined by FIB-SEM, SEM. PbTe sintered disk surfaces
were polished and chemically etched. Average grain sizes
were measured by the linear intercept technique for two-
phase polycrystalline.28)

Elemental analysis was carried out on PbTe samples by
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy
(ICP-OES), (SII Nano Technology Inc., SPS 3500 Series)
to determine contamination after hot-pressing. PbTe samples
were crushed into powder to obtain representative samples.
PbTe powders (0.2 g) were precisely weighed on a balance
and dissolved in a mixture of 30ml hydrochloric acid (HCI)
and 10ml nitric acid (HNO3). Once dissolved, the resulting
solution was diluted in a volumetric flask with 15ml de-
ionized water. To determine elements in a sample, there was
calibration with synthetic standard solutions using Iron (Fe
1000), Chromium (Cr 1000) and Nickel (Ni 1000) standard
solutions from FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Co., Ltd.
Standard solution was used to determine composition of the
original PbTe samples using SPS 3500 Series (ICP-OES).

Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity and thermal
conductivity were measured at room temperature. Electrical
conductivity was measured by a four-point probe (tungsten
carbide, 1.0mm diameter) with a delta-mode electrical
resistance system based on a 2182A/6220 instrument

(Keithley Instruments, Inc). Measurements were confirmed
by ohmic contact to have accuracy better than «1%. Seebeck
coefficient was determined using a constructed thermal
contact method. Standard BiTe thermoelectric material
(SRM 3451) was used as a reference sample to confirm that
accuracy was better than «2% at room temperature. Thermal
conductivity was measured using a constructed static
comparison method system. Quartz (¬ = 1.411Wm¹1 K¹1)
was used as a reference sample and the accuracy was better
than «1%.

3. Results and Discussion

All PbTe samples were p-type semiconductors according
to measurement of Seebeck coefficient. Table 1 shows
absolute and relative densities of MeltingHP and BM-HP
samples measured by Archimedes’ method.18) All samples
had relative density of close to 99%. The density did not
depend on rotation speed. Thermoelectric properties of
sintered materials generally depend on density or porosity.
High porosity changes electrical and thermal conductivity.
All samples in this study were compact enough to resist the
changes.

Figure 1 shows XRD patterns in the 2ª range of 20°90°
for MeltingHP and BMHP samples. PbTe main indexes
are added to the patterns.18) XRD pattern peaks indicated a
single-phase PbTe crystal structure and there was no peak
observed from other materials.

Figure 2 shows full width at half maximum (FWHM) fixed
on (200) peaks as a function of milling rotation speed for

Table 1 Milling rotation speed and density of MeltingHP and BMHP
samples.
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Fig. 1 XRD patterns of PbTe MeltingHP and BMHP samples milled at
rotation speeds from 90 to 180 rpm.18)
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BM-HP samples. The sample milled at 120 rpm depicted the
highest FWHM. FWHM is generally proportional to the
internal strain. In this study, the sample milled at 120 rpm
included the highest internal strain.

Figure 3 shows FIB-SEM micrographs of Melting-HP and
BMHP samples milled at 90, 120, 150 and 180 rpm. All
samples had dense and fine grain structures. Measured by the
linear intercept technique,28) Melting-HP sample had average
grain size of 22.62 µm. For BM-HP samples, the average
grain size decreased with increasing rotation speed: 1.15 µm
at 90 rpm, 0.80 µm at 120 rpm, 0.72 µm at 150 rpm and
0.66 µm at 180 rpm.

Figure 4 shows electrical conductivity · at room temper-
ature of Melting-HP and BM-HP samples as a function of
milling rotation speed. Electrical conductivity in MeltingHP
sample was similar to that in BM-HP sample milled at

90 rpm. Electrical conductivity of BM-HP samples increased
with rotation speed, although no dopant was added.

Figure 5 shows concentration of Fe, Cr, and Ni elements
in BM-HP samples determined by ICP-OES. The concen-
tration of impurities increased with rotation speed. Results in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are consistent with the relationship between
carrier concentration and electrical conductivity.2) Increase in
electrical conductivity was likely to be due to contamination
from the stainless-steel milling vessel. Iron (Fe), chromium
(Cr) and nickel (Ni) contaminants are estimated to act as
p-type dopants.

Figure 6 shows total thermal conductivity (¬total), phonon
component (¬phonon) and carrier component (¬carrier) at room
temperature of Melting-HP and BM-HP samples as a
function of milling rotation speed. ¬phonon and ¬carrier values
were estimated from eqs. (2) and (3) (see Introduction). The
¬phonon values for PbTe samples prepared by MeltingHP and
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Fig. 2 Full width at half maximum (FWHM) at (200) peaks as a function
of milling rotation speed for PbTe samples prepared by BMHP.
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Fig. 3 FIB-SEM micrographs of (a) Melting-HP and BMHP samples
milled at (b) 90 rpm, (c) 120 rpm, (d) 150 rpm and (e) 180 rpm.
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Fig. 5 Concentration of Fe, Cr and Ni elements as a function of milling
rotation speed for PbTe samples prepared by BM-HP.
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BM-HP as a function of milling rotation speed.
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function of milling rotation speed.
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BMHP at a rotation speed of 90 rpm were almost same just
like electrical conductivity. BM-HP sample at 120 rpm had
the minimum ¬phonon value of 1.29Wm¹1K¹1 at an average
grain size 0.80 µm. The ¬phonon in PbTe decreased from
90 rpm to 120 rpm, increased from 120 rpm to 150 rpm and
remained relatively constant from 150 rpm to 180 rpm. There
was a significant inverse relationship between ¬phonon and
FWHM (see Fig. 2).

Figure 7 shows the relationship between average grain size
and ¬phonon at room temperature of Melting-HP and BM-HP
for PbTe samples. The calculated ¬phonon with grain boundary
scattering is constant from coarse grain size to average grain
size of 0.1 µm. The critical point of average grain size in
¬phonon is approximately 0.03 µm at 400K.20,21) The present
study showed that the ¬phonon was constant at a rotation speed
up to 110 rpm and suddenly decreased at 120 rpm. Such a
behavior corresponded to the theoretical calculation.20,21)

However, the observed critical point of around 1µm was
much larger than the calculated value of 0.03 µm. High
rotation speeds are easy to induce high internal strain in small
grains. The internal strain such as dislocations and lattice
defects changed phonon frequencies within the material.24)

Internal strain was confirmed to change the critical point from
0.03 µm to 1 µm in PbTe samples prepared by BMHP.

From these results, the minimum ¬phonon was achieved at
120 rpm in PbTe, which led to the maximum internal strain.
The rotation speed was a fundamental process parameter to
control phonon thermal conductivity.

4. Conclusions

The present study was carried out to investigate the
phonon thermal conductivity of undoped PbTe samples,
which were prepared by MeltingHP and BM-HP at various
rotational speeds using planetary ball milling. The results
can be summarized as follows;
(1) XRD patterns indicated that planetary ball milling

produced a single-phase PbTe crystal structure. The
obtained PbTe samples were dense and the relative
densities were higher than 99%.

(2) Average grain sizes of PbTe Melting-HP and BM-HP
samples milled at 90, 120, 150 and 180 rpm were
22.62, 1.15, 0.80, 0.72, and 0.66 µm, respectively. They
decreased with increasing rotation speed. Thermal

conductivity was lowest when the rotation speed
reached 120 rpm.

(3) Phonon thermal conductivity was constant from coarse
grain size to fine grain size of 1 µm and decreased
suddenly at 0.80 µm (120 rpm). This tendency of
phonon thermal conductivity corresponded to theoret-
ical calculations with grain boundary scattering.
However, the observed critical point of 1 µm was much
larger than the calculated value of 0.03 µm.

(4) There was a significant inverse relationship between
phonon thermal conductivity and FWHM of X-ray
diffraction peaks. The low phonon thermal conductivity
of PbTe was associated with not only grain boundary
scattering but high internal strain.
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